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BUREAUCRACY

“The most terrible thing about it is not that it breaks one’s heart – hearts are made to 
be broken – but that it turns one’s heart to stone.”

De Profundis
Oscar Wilde





I love you. 

The photograph is of  a secondary stairwell on the south end of  Ed-
inburgh College Sighthill Campus, where I work as a teacher. In the 
photograph there is a lamp attached to the wall. The lamp is turned off. 
Below the lamp is a motion sensor which turns the light bulb inside the 
lamp on and off when people walk by. Both the lamp and the sensor are 
round. I stood in the corridor looking at the lamp and the sensor and 
waited for the sensor to forget I was there. The little robot eye only un-
derstands movement. Moving is what makes people visible to the robot. 
The robot can only understand acts in the world, it can’t understand 
thoughts in my head or hidden movements like the blood running in my 
veins. Acting is being for the robot. Thinking is being for the Cartesian 
subject, apparently. 
(I am not sure whether this is strictly speaking “cool” in philosophy 
terms anymore. I used to teach philosophy too, before the accident. 
Now I teach communications modules at level four which, based on the 
recommended reading guide I was given for a course at level seven, and 
assuming that the level should double each year, states that the MAX 
number of  lines of  text per week for reading should be one. One line 
per week. You can imagine how stressful it is to pick out a really good 
line. If  you only have one to play with.)   
Either way, whichever is true, the robot couldn’t see me and I played 
a trick which made it confused. My trick caused the robot to fail in its 
duty to make my trip up the stairs safer by being illuminated. Having 
tricked it I made the photograph when the lamp was off. I had to stay 
very still in the “taking a photograph” pose for a while so that I didn’t 
have to raise the camera up after the sensor had stopped. Not that this 
was difficult or particularly intelligent, but for the sake of  clarity - yes 
I did stand with the camera at my eye and my finger on the button for 
several minutes. 

I didn’t make the photograph as proof, or as a “document” or anything, 
it just looked better and felt better when the light was off. Less inexora-
ble. It was in the middle of  the day so it was also unnecessary, but this 
is not to claim that there is any sort of  Carbon “issue” to be made here. 



It isn’t a political picture. Or, it wasn’t then. Maybe it is now. It depends 
whether you like politics or art, I suppose. But I only tricked the robot 
to make my own life more beautiful. I caused the failure of  a perfectly 
reasonable machine and a perfectly boring and unnecessary system in 
order to enjoy looking at something without the influence of  the that 
system. Health and Safety, Estates Management, Facilities, Quality, 
Creative Industries or The Rapid Improvement Event  (“The Rapid 
Improvement Event” is advertised in internal communications not as 
a department as such but more an “Agency at Large across campuses 
and curriculums”. Not that this makes its purpose any clearer). None 
of  those things were involved then, when the light was off. I was happy 
to be present at a beautiful failure of  the event. I was happy too that it 
wasn’t rapid, or safe or managerial. It was only more beautiful. It wasn’t 
a disobedience at the moment of  the occurrence of  the photograph, it 
was too based in the immediacy of  the pause to be so premeditated. It 
was a neutral beauty. And the photograph seems very neutrally beautiful 
to me too. It feels almost as if  I didn’t take the photograph at all. But I 
did. I was present, and the yellow light was out. By photographing this 
trick I hoped to offer you the chance for your life to be more beautiful 
like mine was, for those few minutes. 

The things that can be seen recorded in the photograph are the insti-
tutional architecture of  a stairwell, institutional blue paint, institutional 
navy blue rubbing strips on the side of  the steps, pine-coloured banis-
ters, utilitarian extra-heavy-duty banister brackets painted over with the 
same sky blue paint as the walls and a black painted metal handrail with 
a pine banister on top. And the sleeping, inert light and the betrayed 
robot eye. If  the robot could think, it would be watching us, waiting. If  
it could think but also still insisted on following the rules given to it by 
its programmer-parent, the robot might have been getting angry when I 
took this picture. Knowing that I was tricking it, like in a science fiction 
film when the robot gets confused about its Asimovian injunction “not 
to harm humans” when it sees one human about to harm another. My 
robot wouldn’t be as confused as the Asimovian robot, but it would 
maybe feel ashamed that it refused to act despite its knowledge of  my 
knowledge of  its problems with human proximity and presence. 



The robot’s rule is “If  it moves, light its way”. The only time that I have 
being is when I act physically. But the Robot has being for me precise-
ly when I give up my identifiable movement and we can exist together 
outside of  the rule - as an exception, a remainder after use. If  the robot 
could think then this would be the moment. If  only it knew how to wait, 
how to rest. Which makes me wonder if  I knew then how to wait and 
how to rest. And if  I know now how to wait and how to rest. I think I 
knew better then than I do now. Now I don’t rest very often, less and less 
it seems. By me, I mean you. 

The PC on my desk at work claims to know how to rest, to sleep, in fact. 
I often envy its ability to sleep in the day time during working hours. I 
think it knows better than anyone else in bureaucracy how to be pro-
ductive. Sleeping is productive at work, the preservation of  energy is 
productive in all the jobs I have ever had the misfortune to have. Per-
haps learning how to relax at a proper adult job is what being an adult 
means. I am better at looking more relaxed but I get less relaxed every 
day. I think the same is true of  everyone else too. I started off wandering 
round taking pictures of  light switches in between teaching classes. Now 
I don’t have time to teach classes or take photos of  light switches be-
cause I am too busy making sure that people think I am busy by trying 
to act like other people there who seem to be busy all the time and who 
the manager likes. And my computer tells me sometimes that if  I don’t 
press at it it will fall to sleep. I envy this machine. When we first had a 
computer in the house it was because computers were going to make 
everything easier. Now they sleep while I rot, trying to work out how to 
appear active doing nothing, badly. 
 
The photocopier at the end of  the Creative Industries hallway also 
sleeps, although it doesn’t “fall” to sleep. I can tell when it has been 
sleeping because it tells me that it is “WAKING UP”. It isn’t a Xerox 
photocopier it is a Ricoh photocopier. Maybe Xerox have trademarked 
falling to sleep for the photocopier industry? The Xerox at my other job 
has a politely informative “falling” and then a cute “Sleeping…”  
message. Ricoh just blacks out, straight to sleep whenever it likes, and 
tells me to give it a minute when it is waking up. One day it might not 



wake up, I suppose. Ricoh is a narcoleptic rather than a politely, embar-
rassedly aged mechanical geriatric like the Xerox. 

Usually when I am frantically pressing at the photocopier to jolt it back 
to life it is to get some sort of  “evidence” (a register or abstractly coded 
document about assessment of  some sort) to prove to my manager that 
I have not been asleep at some axial moment of  systematic educational 
administration. I almost always have been asleep at these points and/
or reading a vaguely related book or smoking a cigarette.  Which means 
that in the frantic rush to produce “EVIDENCE” (which bureaucrats 
eat like humans eat horrible, tinned, microwaved-in-the-staffroom soup) 
I have to batter and bash awake the poor, narcoleptic Ricoh. 

The college email system has a lot of  seemingly human abilities too. 
“Urgent”  and “Overdue” messages induce little peeping audible “re-
minders”(/accusations). I always wonder whether it ever pisses its pants 
after the urgency, and whether it menstruates after all, after the scare of  
being overdue, or whether it is always always always always pregnant? 

Of  all the machines the only one I dream about  is the robot eye, I only 
have eyes for it (Teachers tell those sorts of  jokes you know.) Perhaps I 
could steal and hotwire the robot eye from the photograph and set it to 
tell me when people are “acting” near me so that I could act like I was 
acting too. And when they were not acting I could rest. Some smart 
arse would figure all this out though and stand very still near me watch-
ing and take a photograph when I fell asleep thinking that no one was 
watching. 

Maybe I like the robot on the wall because it cannot choose to rest like 
all the other machines. I can walk to where it can see me and it will light 
up. But after this point I can stop, I can choose to rest like the Ricoh or 
the desktop PC. Beyond any official purpose to my walk up the front 
steps I can choose to stop being efficient, stop going to the next place 
that I should be, and rest. I can produce meaning by failing to do my 
job properly and by tricking the institutionalised figure of  the robot by 
acting like the desktop saviour of  bureaucracy. I can choose to enjoy 



this dismal corner in my dismal workplace. I can stand there and think.  
Think about seeing - rather than “thinking” about assessing the next 
step towards vocational (financial) success of  a 16 year-old from some 
shit town like Alva, who only really wants to think about heavy petting 
in the toilets.

(“Sexting” means you don’t really have to use the toilets for sexual acts 
in school anymore I suppose, there was often semen on the floor when 
I was at college. Dribbled or spurted depending on the maturity and 
expertise of  the participants. It was fun,  like CSI Falkirk.)

I can think about thinking and not thinking, I can think about utility, 
I can think about anti-nature I can think about Isaac Asimov. I can 
choose to make pausing in the corridor into pregnancy.  I can make this 
robot seeing into the genesis of  all my future thought and I can think of  
it as the culmination of  everything I have thought up until the point that 
I made the photograph and had the pause and the pregnancy. Nothing 
will ever be the same again. I can’t really remember what it was like to 
walk about as the person looking at the light, on the earth then. I have 
nothing to compare it to what it is like for me to walk on the earth now 
without the things that I had then. I can think of  what has been. But I 
have this photo, which works like a reservoir for meaning.

Perhaps the robot eye has a memory so that it might tell an IT operative 
how efficient it has been so that a calculation of  its financial and carbon 
efficiency can be made, how good this particular installation of  this par-
ticular model of  robot eye has been. This can be compared to the model 
from 2001 and then also to the new model which within only a few 
months will, I am sure, outperform my Robot Eye. Someone somewhere 
will find these figures dully “important” and quantify the payment of  a 
research and development budget to produce a new robot eye to turn 
the lights on and off even more quickly than even todays quickest! The 
Robot didn’t hate me when I made it blind. It wasn’t even angry that I 
made it play dead. It isn’t worried about being superceded. It does not 
feel alienated from the community of  other machines, and neither do 
the other machines. The machines are the happiest things in the build-



ing. They are only indifferent of  course, but continual indifference is still 
wildly happier than any of  the people are. 

The robot light sensor will never listen to the Yehudi Menuhin CD that 
I was given to listen to on my Sony Disc-man when I went to college. 
Neither will it listen to Johann Sebastian Bach played by anyone at 
all, or any of  the other Bachs played by anyone at all, ever. And even 
Robot’s distant distant relatives with “full machine intelligent conscious-
ness” will never know these things because they will never do anything 
but play dead. The 2 megapixel Kodak camera in Tony’s office would 
still switch on if  we charged it.  It will still be a camera but that is all, it 
won’t ever understand “on” and “off” or on-ness and off-ness. The Ro-
bot and Tony’s 2megapixel camera don’t need to eat McDonalds so will 
never understand that the sound of  the warning peeper to say that the 
misery burgers are about to turn burned sounds like a sound that you 
never did hear in the hospital because you never made it to the hospital 
in time. Something not-being like something else that you didn’t do, or 
maybe that you have a vague memory of  having been present last time 
but definitely not this time because you definitively  missed it – off, not 
on. And the sound of  that peeper through the sound of  Yehudi Menu-
hin playing Bach playing with being Vivaldi in a digital version which 
replaced the Compact Disc playing on tiny headphones from your 
phone which can store thousands of  songs but now no longer needs to 
store anything because you can stream the songs from the ether, di-
rect from Paris 1932 to now, in McDonalds, or to the gallery where I 
am sitting now with it playing in the background looking at the photo 
that I took maybe or maybe not listening to this particular music and 
remembering that this photo preceeded being in McDonalds and the 
warning sound breaking through this music which failed to drown it out 
and failed to stop the beeping from producing a memory of  something 
which specifically did not happen. 

Lucky robot. 

 
 



The robot eye is a utilitarian, economic, ecological, scientific, engineer-
ing, computing, design and artificial intelligence success. A resounding 
success. 
But more importantly it is the subject, the sovereign and singular subject 
of  a new envy induced metaphysics of  neutrality. Reading this means 
that the Robot means everything. 

Robot, we betrayed your purpose together. You helped me betray my 
contract and the trust of  my employer. We made the world more human 
and bearable together. We made love, robot. A love beyond naming. It 
was beautiful then, the sunlight could not have been so beautiful without 
our consensual inactivity.

The stairwell is no longer accessible. I hope you are resting now, despite 
your genetic injunction to act, condemned only to perform forever. 

Rest in peace, Sisyphus. 

(The thought that you might outlive me doesn’t change things at all, I 
love you anyway and am pleased that you won’t think of  me after I die.) 





MOTHER IS THE 
NAME-OF-THE-FATHER

“Some strangle with the hands of  Lust, 
Some with the hands of  Gold.” 

The Ballad of  Reading Gaol. 
Oscar Wilde





My counsellor tells me that my problem with women is commensurate 
with my problem with narratives. I don’t like narratives, apparently. 
I like partial-objects. By this, of  course, she means I don’t like stories 
about things I just like my penis. Despite my protestations to the con-
trary she claims that she does not think about her vagina as much as I 
think about my penis. 
I asked if  she would accept that perhaps we think about them roughly 
the same amount only in different ways, which she ceded, but she still 
claims that my problem is subconscious whereas her vagina is a real out-
there-in-the-real-world issue. It doesn’t matter, she says,  whether I think 
I think about my penis a “certain” way – I think about it in a “given” 
way. The given way is at the “root” (she always says “If  you’ll pardon 
the expression” when she says this) of  my issues with women. 

For the sake of  narrative clarity I went to see a counsellor because of  a 
recent bereavement. I didn’t waltz in brandishing my testicles or any-
thing. But it turns out that despite death, sex is the problem. 

What I also want you to know is that in order to “beat” my problem I 
have murdered my girlfriend. So that when I am in jail there might be 
something written down that is not red-top drivel I thought I would try 
to write in my own words why I decided to kill her.  As a kind of  sacri-
fice - is the short answer.
 
I also want to avoid anyone imagining that my therapist was to blame. 
She was not. I just got to a point where I realised that I wanted my 
girlfriend to stop being part of  the narrative of  my life and to become a 
partial-object (albeit a dead one). I realised that narratives are a dupe for 
rubes. Really my therapist gifted me the language to express what had 
been going wrong in my life for years and I am very grateful to her for 
that, even though she used the terminology the wrong way round. 

But to get back to my counsellor, let’s say she is called Anne. She did not 
at any point recommend further reading for me (other than those dingy 
and platitudinous self  help leaflets that all faux medical places offer). So 
I took it upon myself  to do a little bit of  google research based on the 



names I saw on the sides of  the books in her consulting room. I picked 
the book with the most broken spine and crushed-looking well-thumbed 
corners and wrote the name of  the subject of  the book on the palm of  
my hand while Anne was out fetching smooth stones for me to stroke 
(she wasn’t really finding stones, she was pissing, but the student ther-
apists always used to give me a smooth stone to rub at and it seemed a 
better and less vulgar thing to write down. Anne went for a piss at least 
once during every session though, the bathroom was right next to the 
consulting room so I know that is what she was doing because I could 
hear it. I always thought if  she drank less water and less herbal tea she 
wouldn’t have to piss so often).
 
I googled the book title from my palm and found some more recent 
books with better covers on the same type of  thing by some very trendy 
European authors. I ordered ethically (on Amazon but from the “Mar-
ketplace” where there is a very nice Better World Books company that I 
prefer to use) and waited. 
It arrived, I read the first two and the last two essays right away, the ones 
in the middle didn’t seem to have anything to do with my particular 
problems. I was serious about getting better.  

What I learned from a very flowery Frenchman (maybe woman, can’t 
really tell from the name, looks like Omelette) called Omelette was that 
another part of  problem (beyond just the “narrative” that was being 
so urgently espoused by Anne) was that women have holes or “voids” 
which they need to have filled up with things and that I had a penis 
which was a thing that could fill the hole but wasn’t always the right 
thing for the hole at all times. And that although my penis was a thing 
and that I was always thinking about it girls “holes” aren’t actually their 
vaginas as such and even if  they were their vaginas it wasn’t that they 
always wanted a penis in them, it was maybe that they were just feeling 
“holy” and needed something else to help make them feel full(y human? 
As opposed to Holy? Not Holy though. Sometimes it was “Voidal”).

I  had to understand my role as one of  these thing-amongst-things. This 
was hard for me to take, I think I had imagined that I was THE thing, 



a thing in itself, as far as love goes. However, I pressed on and started to 
try and base a new “Action Towards Improvement Table” as Anne had 
helpfully suggested, based on knowledge cleaned from the Sexy Euro 
book. 

The spreadsheet I made to show my therapist (and improve blah blah) 
was labelled:

“Ways to fill Emily’s ‘void’ without using my penis.”

It was suggested that some lists of  things which could be thought to be 
more “narrative” or “experiential” might prove useful in steering me 
away from the male oriented “partial-object” approach that had be-
come my default (although it was admitted that this was a societal pro-
jection of  masculine identity which I was remote-controlled into, rather 
than any kind of  autodidactic or “real” kernel of  the “project of  self ” 
that I had, blindly up until this point, undertaken). So I tried to add 
together some of  the narrative/“Voidal” things and then some sugges-
tions from the more achievable and reasonable end of  my partial/object 
spectrum. Not too wild, just kind of  ordinary and domestic scale stuff. 

The first lists, then, were (in radically attenuated form for the sake of  
brevity) something along these lines:

List 1A.
Narrative or Experience-based methods (Emily stuff).

–Going together to buy the Smeg Fridge that Emily wants for the kitch-
en. 
–Going shopping to help Emily pick an outfit and some family Christ-
mas gifts. 
–Booking a “retreat” style holiday for the spring or summer breaks - just 
the two of  us. 
 
and under the “Small/Daily narratives” section things like: 



–Meet Emily from work and buy her a coffee/romantic dinner. 
–Surprise Emily with a new board game for us to play together or with 
friends. 

List 1B.
Partial Object or Phallocentric-traditional models (Dave Stuff). 

–Ask to see Emily’s vagina in the kitchen.
–Cut a small hole in Emilys tights so that when shopping gets very bor-
ing I can finger her in John Lewis. 
–Compromise on the “heating issue” by asking that if  the heating must 
be up full the whole time we are in the house (including the bathroom 
and the bedroom) then Emily might consider not wearing tights or 
knickers for the duration of  the not inexpensive home sauna experience. 

and in the daily section of  this 

–Fingering on the bus. 
–Fingering on the tram. 

Incidentally I wrote the first lists for these things in the Moleskine note-
book that Emily got me the Christmas before. I always sort of  knew that 
she would have been cross about it and that we would probably have 
had an argument if  she had known that I had used her gift to me in this 
way. I was never entirely sure why. I was trying to make our relationship 
better (at this point murder was more a fantasy than a plan) but I kept 
the thing in my work rucksack anyway to avoid the conversation alto-
gether. 

So I did a test (having printed the lists on a4 paper at work and intro-
duced them as “a quiz the girls in the staffroom found in the Guardian 
today.”) and asked her to say yes or no to the lists as I read them out as 
“Fun things to do”. I changed the names and kitchen devices first of  
course, but even then Emily answered YES! in a genuinely excited way 
to all of  the first list and a resounding, although increasingly dull and 
quiet “No, David” to all of  the second. Or rather almost all, she stopped 



answering after number 5 or 6 on my list. 

It was conclusive. Not only did Emily not want my Partial Object she 
actually rejected it wholesale in favour of  things which cost a lot of  
money and didn’t seem to involve any sexy intimacy at all. I remember 
the anti-eureka moment of  realising that there was a conspiracy going 
on. Not a conspiracy of  women as such, just a conspiracy of  some sort 
which Anne and Emily were definitely involved in. Maybe something 
demonic? Whatever it was, something was happening . And it meant 
that fun and smelly things with spit were being framed as “crass” or 
“stupid” and things which cost a fortune and genuinely were stupid and 
meaningless were being framed as “romantic”. 

Words had subtly changed their meaning. It felt as though I could see 
clearly for a split second, then it all went hazy again. But the clarity 
definitely happend, I had “seen the light” or something. Onwards and 
Upwards I thought, phallocentrically. 

I let it go for a few weeks at a time and would ask similar questions 
again, pretending and frankly blaming Anne for putting me up to such 
conversations it while also claiming that it was for the benefit of  our 
relationship. (I have attached the third and final set of  formal questions 
below. I tried to develop the format more but found Emily less and less 
receptive. I changed tactic and instead would meticulously plan a very 
clever single multi-part-question to be dropped in casually, almost can-
didly. Even this became too much, as you will hear.) 

List 3A. 
Narrative (Emily Stuff). 

Rollercoaster Ride and Candy Floss and Hot Dogs like in the movies. 
Move to the top of  a mountain and live just us and a Waitrose Online delivery termi-
nal. 
Give up work and open our own Coffee/Bicycle/Retro Clothing Store. 
Champagne Picnic in the Gardens with a special surprise. 
An evening out at “An Audience with” her favourite Childrens Book Author.

 



List 3B. 
Partial Object  incorporating narrative elements (David Stuff).  

Walk to the Carnival, fingering. 
Return train trip to the countryside, look out the window, fingering/shagging in the 
vestibule/toilet on the train. 
Fingering in the TopShop changing rooms. 
Fingering in the park.
Funny Youtube videos and fingering. 

It was during this time that the murder fantasy started to develop and 
become a concrete plan. Just before we get to the actual murder though 
there was a period of  crystallisation of  my thought which I thought 
might be useful (for you, the reader) in terms of  “motive”. 

Basically I introduced the idea of  other penises - I asked her if  she 
would ever cheat on me. Predictably perhaps, in hindsight, she went 
mad, asking if  I was trying to make it acceptable that if  I could prove 
that she wanted to sleep with other men, I wouldn’t have to feel guilty 
about sleeping with other women (“shagging the sluts from the office” 
was how she put it). 

The fact that she said no, that she wouldn’t even cheat, wouldnt even at 
least just have someone else’s partial object sate her, felt like the ulti-
mate betrayal.  She maintained her position that the “narrative” of  the 
“future” of  our “shared-possession” “love” was more important than 
“merely” the “act” of  love... She prefered John Lewis to John next door. 
Peter fucking Jones. 
Penises with all their pulling out are just no good. John Lewis would 
always be there (I had written “John Lewis was in her for good” which 
seemed a bit “sex” which by this point I was very far past, so I removed 
it. But on second thoughts I put it back in.) She was collecting things 
to fill holes that didn’t exist. Smelly old real world man-things didn’t, 
couldn’t and would never sate the voidal longing. 

The last question I asked, ironically of  course, was “Are you a femi-
nist?”. She said she didn’t know what had got into me. I told her I knew 
exactly what had gotten into her. She asked me what that was,  I said 



Narratives and Commodities. She said I was a fucking idiot. I wasn’t 
angry, but I killed her not long after this discussion. I had to murder her, 
because she was faithful, faithful to an atrophied notion of  value. She 
had replaced love with things we couldn’t afford and with stories which 
required these things to have happy endings. If  the answer to “Do you 
want to buy a fridge?” is Yes! and the answer to “Can I see your vagi-
na?” is “No, David (or whatever your name happens to be)” then let’s 
just say I feel your pain, Father. 
For the commons, for Christ, for all that is good and simple and free in 
the world, I am glad that Emily is now in heaven with fridges, labradoo-
dles, nail bars, select locally-sourced gin with fancy slimline tonic and 
as much Pret Green Goddess lettuce juice as anyone could ever hope to 
drink in an effort to improve their cholesterol and up their heavenly and 
eternal antioxidants.   

I have chopped up Emily’s body into pieces that are small enough to 
be pushed two or three per day into my rectum and then shit out in the 
disabled toilets at work. I do it on a different floor each day. I’ll miss her 
when she is all gone. I did love her, you know. (I used the disabled toilets 
because the rooms are bigger, and I suppose in some romantic way be-
cause I prefer to shit her out alone than with someone in the next stall. 
It seems like the ritual of  getting rid of  her can at least be intimate, even 
if  all she ever wanted was to show off my smart new John Lewis coat in 
Peter Jones.) 



“And I find more bitter than death the woman whose heart is snares and 
nets, and her hands as bands: whoso pleaseth God shall escape from 
her; but the sinner shall be taken by her.”
Ecclesiastes 7:26

“He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.”
The Gospel according to John 8:7







Daddy

“If  I can produce even one more beautiful work of  art I shall be able to rob malice of  its 
venom, and cowardice of  its sneer, and to pluck out the tongue of  scorn by the roots.”

De Profundis
Oscar Wilde





Let me tell you about my Mother. 
I am forever a child of  Margaret Thatcher. When I learned what the 
world meant, she was in charge. Politics, therefore, always seemed a 
strange system and not one that had anything to do with the polis. I met 
a famous artists the other day and they said that I should be more politi-
cal. This is me trying. 

The wicked witch who stole our milk and made my parents and family 
and their friends suffer (other than the one chap who was a “business-
men” who enjoyed the sole-trader tax breaks) taught me that politics 
was nothing to do with me, it was something that adults did for one 
thing and even if  adults did do it people like my parents and uncle and 
auntie and granny and grandpa and all of  their friends were not formal-
ly invited to the political party. They were not rich or English enough to 
play. This made lots of  people I know very determined to be powerful 
enough to play the game. They “got out” and got rich and moved to 
England. 

I never got that into the game, it seemed boring and cruel and stupid. 
All those posh men shouting at one another in an old leathery library 
with a Terrorhawk at the front pretending to pretend order. Why would 
anyone want anything to do with that? It briefly looked funny, but never 
fun. And everyone I knew or trusted said that what they were saying was 
ultimately “a lot of  shite” anyway. And when I asked if  what we saw on 
the news was good news the answer was always “No. Hellish, Son”. 

Before the news, between Neighbours and the news there was some-
times a cartoon. Roadrunner didn’t say real words at all, just noises. 
Politicians and Roadrunner were roughly the same. Roadrunner was fun 
and funny. Politics was only briefly funny and only then because my Dad 
and Uncle swore at it, which is funny when you are five. Like farting is 
funny. In a very simple and immediate way.  
Roadrunner always seemed to get away from the Coyote despite the 
Coyote spending a great deal of  money and time on trying to catch 
him. A great deal of  thought and effort and planning went into it all. 
Roadrunner was actually about Coyote in the same way that Antigone is 



actually about Creon. Politicians, like roadrunner, make odd noises and 
never get caught. 

You are Wylie E Coyote. 

So, to get back to politics, “Maggie” Thatcher set the rules. She set the 
rules of  what things meant in the world I understood as a little boy. It all 
seemed far away. And it all seemed very powerful and controlling. David 
Cameron very cleverly seems much more bumbling than Maggie. He is 
the same person, just with ReBranding. 

America also had a great deal to do with all this, and was very definitely 
also something worth swearing at and was even further away. I didn’t re-
ally understand why America was so evil – it seemed pretty good. They 
had BIG sweeties and beautifully coloured neon lights and mountains 
and strange sadnesses that seemed a lot like ours in miserable little Alva. 
I watched a lot of  Dallas with my grandfather and it looked great there. 
The colours were beautiful. I spent a lot of  time trying to make pho-
tographs in Scotland that looked like they were from Dallas. And from 
Greenwood, Mississippi. And other southern-northern American places. 
The United States of  America, however, was a haven of  something bad. 
It may well have been where the hellishness of  our life came from, the 
source of  all hellishness.

The slight shitness of  the UK (Alva) - the sticky brown smelly shitness, 
like when you step in a shit shitness may have been related to some to-
tally overwhelming horror death shit which originated in America. Alva 
was just a little smelly old shitty dog shit on your now freshly shat shoes 
- America was the dog that shat out the shit that stuck to your already 
slightly embarrassing but now somehow metaphysically illuminated by 
shit shitty trainers in the shit park, playing a shit game that you were shit 
at.  And America was somehow responsible for the shit, the shoes, the 
boring stupid shit sport, the fact that shit had somehow also become as 
luminous and visible as a highlighter pen and the fact while doing this I 
had to wear a weird plastic uniform, in the rain, at 11 degrees, in Octo-
ber, in shit Alva.



Margaret Thatcher was my ideological mother and she was married to 
America. She was an openly psychotic and greedy murderer. I did not 
get a lot of  hugs. 

My father used to wear a cowboy costume. 
My ideological father, it turns out, was Ronald Reagan. He was on good 
terms with Mother, but lived far away across the sea in “THE  
UNITED FUCKING STATES OF FUCKING AMERICA”. It all 
makes a bit more sense now, the America bashing. It became very much 
clearer watching Ronald Reagan’s funeral on TV, it was an obscene, 
media clusterfuck which occurred between the 5th and the 11th of  June 
2004 by which point I was 23. 

When I was littler what I knew about America was that it happened 
on the television and we could never ever afford to go there ever. I also 
knew, abstractly,  that it was what “brits” based our living Paradise/Hell-
ish hell on. But I only knew this implicitly, I didn’t say it out loud when 
I was 8 or 11. When I saw Americans on the telly (Dallas and Dynasty 
predominantly) they all looked really delighted. They didn’t seem cross 
or like the overdraft was a problem at all. They did seem sad sometimes, 
but in a mysterious and pretty way.  

This is why my Dad was even more of  an ideological arsehole than my 
mum. Mother struggled with lefties in culture in those days, too many 
artists unwilling to compromise on the production under her terms. 
Later we had the YBA’s of  course who took Mummy right at her word. 
By then it was too late because all art and value and authenticity and 
life had become fully bloomed hellish shit flowers anyway. A hungover 
druge, sponsored by the terrorist advertisers, through an already dusty 
collection of  “frozen” plasticcy silicone tears shed by Mummy at Dad-
dy’s craaaaaaaaazy cowboy hot dog funeral. 

IdeologicalDad had to discipline us from afar which you might think 
would be tough but luckily we had all forgotten how to read by then 
anyway. It was no longer taught in state schools (my “mentor” suggest-
ed absolutely no more than eight lines per week MAX reading at SQA 



Level 7 - That is third year in college). We did have the telly though. (A 
cool guy called Kev had a t-shirt about the telly being evil that he wore 
under his sixth year blazer). If  people could afford books they would 
really have to be books to help with swatting for their next chartered 
teacher exams or next level qualification for their job as enforcer of  
some recently privatised bureaucratic pisshole, ensuring that when they 
had holidays from the pisshole all they would have time to do was sort 
out their own bureaucratic nightmare which by their labour they had 
contributed to self-inflicting. The 1980s were a boring hellish life in a 
boring hellish hell. Like a nice sunset photograph of  hell. A nice, hellish 
dead theatre of  hellish boring deathly deadly life. 

Dad was actually a real cowboy in real movies before he was “in Of-
fice”. He smashed us up from afar with hardcore meta-violence using 
the medium he knew best. He used Dallas and Dynasty (Americans say 
Die Nasty which I used to like and not understand) to let me know how 
family life should be. Mysteriously sad, dramatic and rich.

Richard Gere seemed to be around a lot in those days too, and there 
were a lot of  almost uncovered breasts and bottoms I remember. And a 
lot of  murder and blood. But not a single rectum. Or penis. It is much 
the same now, but without Richard Gere. 

I won’t ask whether you have noticed, but in American pornographic 
films they always advertise-by-naming the anal nature of  the content. 
Raiders of  the Lost Arse for example. In European pornography they 
give the films relatively normal titles and bum sex is basically expected 
at some point.  Bottoms are not transgressive in Europe. 

All the world’s America. 



Christopher Reeve when asked if  he would give up his role as Super-
man and run for Democratic nomination - 

“Run for Congress? And lose my influence in Washington?” 





ATROPHY

“For is not truth in Art that in which the outward is expressive of  the inward; in which the soul is 
made flesh, and the body instinct with spirit: in which From reveals?”

De Profundis
Oscar Wilde





Dear Dead Jacques, 

When you said that I was born into language I was touched. However 
recently I have been wondering if  there is any kind of  customer com-
plaints department for language? I hear they still have guardians of  your 
native language? If  there were such things here, I imagine they were 
sold around the same time as health, milk for kids and jobs. Around 
1981. 

So you said at some point (you were talking to the Catholics) that when 
signs have many meanings then poetry is the result? Right? Were you 
being serious about that or was that one of  those complex jokes? If  it 
was a joke no one got it. They took you right at your word, or rather 
they took your word as the word. 

When you died they stockpiled your monumental verbal ultra shit and 
have been ladling it on to the global fan ever since. Free Market words. 
No one owned them you see, so they were sold off to the highest bidder. 
I kept a copy of  a tabloid newspaper with the headline “I would rather 
DIE than live in the age of  the Internet” it had a photo of  an old lady 
on the front who looked like you in drag. 

I know that you meant well, I know that how it really happened wasn’t 
actually what you meant to happen, and I know that all this culture/
medicine cross-over was always a risk for you and that you were worried 
about it and so on. I am only telling you so you know. No accusation 
is involved, other than to say that it is, partially and entirely your fault. 
You and Ferdinand. And Roland. And all the other smart arses that 
have been misread by Baudelaire’s boneheads forever.  
 
You know that investment can be creative now? The new way of  saying 
“Greed is ok”  is “Creative Investment”. They have adverts for it printed 
on the side of  taxis. I work in a department called “Creative Industries” 
that used to be called an oxymoron didn’t it? Putting utterly unrelated 
signifiers together. We could put the old/new words above and below a 
line, or strike one of  them through to castrate it if  you like, but wherever 



you pop the line it is vulgar. Certainly you can give it meaning, certainly 
it could be considered poetically, certainly one can make things better 
with poetry, but when poetry is only a way to cover over the fetid stench 
of  money then it’s not poetry is it, Jacques? How many words can you 
think of  that actually only mean money now, Jacques? I wish you could 
see what has happened, you would laugh, and make a lot of  money, just 
like you did before. 

Language has atrophied, Jacques. It is withered, it no longer offers 
salvation or salve, it doesn’t even imprison us in any honest way - 
Laungetanamo. It merely confounds our resignation, the post-post-mod-
ern-post-post-structural-schizo-alienated-doubleironic-melancholia. If  
you were not dead I would write you a letter asking you, please, as your 
first example, to help me define, now, the word:

“love”. 

And I would ask to play a word game called “Imagine that money is 
cancer - describe the extent of  the metastases?”

What about the Objective Correlative Game, not yours, but a game you 
might like? What happens when the objective correlative of  absolutely 
everything is money? What happens then? Aren’t we correct to hate 
language? Isn’t language a trap when all the words have come to mean 
the same thing? Who could be bothered to play such a boring game? 
Gertrude, whether she was densely correlative or not, was at least more 
interesting than money? Maybe she wasn’t enough to drive Hamlet 
mad, and perhaps money isn’t enough to drive us all mad so long as 
money means money. But if  everything means money we don’t even 
have the option of  going mad anymore do we? 
Non est oui, Jacques.

All the world’s a bank, Jacques.  

 



“Capital itself  is born by the process of  representation in language. It is born in de-
scribing the most economically and socially useful qualities about an asset as opposed 
to the visually more striking aspects of  an asset. The moment you focus your attention 
on the title of  a house, for example, and not on the house itself, you have automatically 
stepped from the material world into the conceptual universe where capital lives.” 
Course notes from Copenhagen University “Language and Leadership” “Masterclass” 
2012

“20. (the wrong picture confuses, the right picture helps.)”
Ludwig Wittgenstein 
Remarks on Colour
Book III
Page 19e. 





ORGASM

“...so there were Christians before Christ. For that we should be grateful. 
The unfortunate thing is that there have been none since.”

De Profundis 
Oscar Wilde





I.

If  you eat Campbell’s soup in a non ironic way then a painting of  
Campbell’s soup isn’t so funny or disgusting as if  you eat Campbell’s 
soup in jest.

When you make Campbell’s soup you pour the contents of  the tin into 
the pan, then re-fill the empty tin with water and also pour that into the 
pan and then heat it up and eat it. You make twice the amount of  soup 
that you bought. When I was a child this was an extraordinary excite-
ment, it was religious in its excitement. It was really like sharing loaves 
and fish among many people, although in a more domestic and futuris-
tic way. It was like Jesus Christ mixed up with The Jetsons.

If  you have a religious icon in your home which you know to be the 
same as the icon in your next door neighbours home – but that you 
still take to have significance because of  its content rather than worry-
ing about its aura-less reproducibility or its sudden and mysteriously 
inflated resale value – then perhaps the act of  making a copy of  an 
iconographic object would seem to you to be about the universal avail-
ability of  the excitement and joy and wonder of  food that doubles itself  
by adding water than about vacuous low culture as high culture ironic 
ultra-post-meta-facetiousness? Perhaps making a photograph of  some-
thing which you think is wonderful and meaningful and exciting could 
really be de-facto generosity, it could be a gift?
This item which you have decided is worthy of  love, is worthy of  ad-
oration by your copying it may really be something you think others 
should venerate too. Is it possible that we got it wrong? Is it possible that 
the poor, Slovakian albino liked soup, believed in soup, meant us also 
to feel good about soup? And is it possible that bankers being willing 
to pay thousands of  pounds for paintings of  soup (real cans of  which 
they would never eat and never have had to eat and have never had to 
feel excited about in terms of  its religious properties because they have 
always had other more novelly exciting excitements to be excited about) 
doesn’t make the man who painted the soup a vacuous leech, but only 
proves that the art world which thought he was naively, ironically amus-



ing and the rotten bankers who paid for the art world to keep finding 
them amusingly naive vaguely meaningful tat to invest in to save their 
souls and bloat their portfolios, are maybe the vile, rotten, vacuous 
leeches? Perhaps reading an art work by its audience is a critic’s loop-
hole? Perhaps we just didn’t get it. 

What if  the man with the soup was saying “Soup is like Jesus and it is 
like the future. And it is cheap. Technology and progress is good. Com-
mon things which can provide us with food and magic and metaphor 
and meaning?”

What if  those green food stamps are the naive, magic, capitalist dream?
What if  Coca Cola is the blood of  Christ, the real blood of  Christ, not 
the church blood that only gang members get to drink?
What if  the falling man is the fall of  man?
What if  the woman on the top of  that car is a deposition of  christ?
What if  those car crashes are crucifixions?
What if  Marilyn is Christ?
What if  Jackie Kennedy is a Mother Mary to her husband and his lov-
er?
What if  the Electric Chair in that ominous room is a crucifix on Calva-
ry?
And the Gangster Funeral a Sermon on the Mount?
What if  those Flowers are the fleur de lis where Mary’s (Jackie) tears fell 
at the base of  the crucifixion (on Zapruder’s tape)?
What if  the Thirteen Most Wanted men are all Christs?
And all those society portraits? Those might be portraits of  Cassius or 
Pilate, or Paul even - rather than aspirational role models perhaps these 
are the criminals?
What if  those paintings after Leonardo’s Last Supper are not just silly 
appropriations of  a useless, sold out symbol, but are elegies for art and 
for meaning? They have commodity labels on them not because it’s fun-
ny but because it is unbearable to a man who loved art and religion. 
And what if  those floating silver clouds are things, like the soup, which 
contain something not of  this earth, lighter and beyond. Meta-ta-physi-
ka?



We were all wrong, we read all of  those paintings all wrong.

Perhaps if  the world tells you that your icon is worth ten million pounds 
which they are willing to give you, (misunderstanding that you actually 
meant them to see the the content of  the thing rather than merely to as-
sign it ironic, inflected and then financial “value”) you might be tempted 
to assume that although they were obviously fucking daft perhaps you 
could use the money of  the fucking daft to make more icons to try and 
communicate to other non-daft, similarly raised-on-Campbell’s-Soup 
people that it was ok to have eaten Campbell’s soup. Then and now. 
Soup is ok. 

Perhaps Baudelaire’s rambling fury at the boneheads was never really 
about photography and only ever about boneheads. Boneheads will be 
boneheads, they say. 

A can of  Campbell’s Cream of  Mushroom soup costs £1. It serves two 
adults, or one adult and my little sister and me, in the summer holidays.



II.

When I have an orgasm like Marcel Duchamp I know I am not doing it 
right.
On the other hand when I have an orgasm like Bernini I always feel like 
it is more or less correct.

Reading Bernini wrongly is better than reading Andy Warhol “correct-
ly”.
I am sure you are already right about both of  them but I cannot suggest 
strongly enough to try being wrong. Saying no. 

Bernini was a knee trembler NO sayer, I think. Like when the old nun 
tells the young nun to go and shag Count Vhronsky or whatever he is 
called in The Sound of  Music. 

Whenever I read Duchamp correctly I become really aware really fast 
that I am thinking wrongly. 

I did briefly think that it was funny that he spurted a wee line of  clear 
jism between the sheets of  glass before he packed it up and sent it off 
to become the greatest works of  art that people who went to University 
had EVER only ever seen in books. But then I realised he had just col-
onised coming in the same way as he had colonised thinking, criticism 
and art. Into a boring, vain, autistic chess problem. 

Having an orgasm isn’t the same as having an orgasm with Duchamp 
in mind. In fact doing anything with Duchamp in mind usually means 
deceiving myself  in some way. 

Clouds, Malic Molds and Chocolate Grinders… 

I read on Wikipedia that Duchamp never ever ate Campbell’s soup. Was 
never amazed by it. In fact he wandered around buying nice things at 
flea markets and being “interested” in them. In their “design”, in their 
now defunct uses and functionality. Very trendy. Rather like the ironic 



clothes I buy at Armstrongs. Or the retro looking brand new record 
player I got at Anthropologie. Or the cool Italian acetate glasses I or-
dered online. Or the beard wax I get from the BROtique. Retro. Bits of  
the demolished old world. Nostalgia masquerading as longed for objec-
tive-ironic alienation.

Please stop going to the flea market (Anthropologie/Kooples) and go to 
church. Read the stories, look at the pictures. God isn’t there of  course 
but there might be something in all those old stories which is worth 
finding out, more worth finding out than that deeply dull struggle of  
wondering what the “bride” did to deserve all those “batchelors” doing 
whatever it is they are doing in their vague and faux psychoanalytically 
“sequestered” “panel”.

I used to understand that a thing didn’t have to “be happening” to me 
for it to make sense, or to be “relevant”. My sense of  fiction is broken I 
think, everything is real but sort of  not real, all the time. It “feels” like 
I am at the centre of  every “experience” in the world but I don’t really 
know that I am, or that I can be, or that I should be. I don’t want to be 
at the centre of  any more Duchamp Orgams. Ever. 

I want to do a course to maximize my Bernini mega evental super or-
gasmic sexperience.

Perhaps Duchamp was just a crossword puzzle with an ordinary and 
trite and cruel solution. 

And perhaps the people who bought all those Warhol’s for millions of  
dollars were daft. But soup which makes twice as much as you buy will 
always be like magic if  you saw it when you were little. And maybe 
people who had to eat special magic soup will always see art differently 
than people who did not have special magic soup and who always had 
soup in a farm-fresh carton. Maybe rich people and normal people see 
things differently. Maybe we should pay more attention to what attentive 
normal people say, than what bored rich people say. 



Andy didn’t say he wanted you to be famous for fifteen minutes, or that 
it would be good or useful for you to be, he only said that you would be. 
And you are. Thumbs up, right?
He didn’t say that Capitalism was a good idea. We did, by participating 
in it, by buying that Smeg Fridge. Buying a bigger car means something, 
you know. 
He didn’t say that politics was the answer, or that the economy was true. 
He said soup was important. 
Soup is more important than money and honey is better than gold. 



“Albers was fond of  making statements of  negation and refusal; these are sometimes 
of  deliberate, and almost Warhol-like banality, as when he claimed that he had begun 
to paint larger pictures because had bought a bigger car. But it could be argued that 
Albers was opposed to the dominant modernist art-historical attitudes then prevalent, 
rather intrinsically anti-intellectual. Indeed, much of  his writing suggests that he was 
not at all opposed to thought and reflection.”

Joseph Albers
Paul Overy

“Plato said a huge number of  banalities, and naturally we return to them.”

The Triumph of  Religion
Jacques Lacan

“We all think that the goodness of  a work of  art or an artist is proven when it seizes 
and profoundly moves us. And yet our own goodness in judging and feeling would first 
have to be proven – which is not the case. Who in the realm of  plastic art has moved 
and delighted us more than Bernini?”

Human, All Too Human. 
Friedrich Nietzsche 





DEBT

“I keep it there as a secret debt that I am glad to think I can never possibly repay. It is 
embalmed and kept sweet by the myrrh and cassia of  tears. When Wisdom has been 
profitless to me, and Philosophy barren, and the proverbs and phrases of  those who 
have sought to give me consolation as dust and ashes in my mouth, the memory of  

that lowly silent act of  Love has unsealed for me all the wells of  pity, made the desert 
bloom like a rose, and brought me out of  the bitterness of  lonely exile into harmony 

with the wounded, broken and great heart of  the world.”
Oscar Wilde
De Profundis





I always knew that life was hellish, that the world seemed a bit hellish. 
When my Dad would come home from work and another adult would 
ask him how his day had been he would say “Hellish”. I could tell from 
his tone that it was getting worse and not better as time passed. I could 
feel it actively getting worse although, when I was little, I didn’t know in 
what way it was hellish or becoming more hellish or why it had become 
so hellish or how to fix it. I still don’t know how to fix it.  

My home was loving and communicative and kind and we were not 
poor. I always had clothes and food and we had a TV and a phone and 
books. My parents weren’t poor, rather they were continually “skint”. 
“The Overdraft” was a thing that I understood from maybe 5 or 6 years 
old although I did not understand that it had much relationship to mon-
ey or hellishness, only discontent. Middle class problems. Lower middle 
class problems. Who cares? 

I cared, I suppose, that I was always a strain on the income and poten-
tial financial freedom of  my parents. Not because they made me care, 
not because I was so cripplingly anxiously aware of  it that I became 
paranoiac about it, but it did seem like a big “little” thing. I didn’t really 
understand what it was that we needed the extra money for. We seemed 
to have everything we needed. I had Star Wars bed clothes and Asterix 
Pajamas. I was happy. But I wished I could help them to feel less skint. 
Skint seemed like what people call anxiety now. Low level ongoing ex-
ternally mediated anxiety.  

I didn’t help, naturally. I got into a career where making money is 
impossible. A career in art (if  you have any integrity or desire) is like 
“Cultural Industry”. A sort of  live-animal-testicles-in-your-mouth type 
oxymoronic impossibility. If  you want to work in the arts make sure your 
inheritance will pay for the costume, your flat, the little BMW, holidays. 
Your wages should cover haircuts, flowers and stationery.  
Arts Bureaucracy is the same as Bank Bureaucracy but with less perks. 
If  Bureaucracy didn’t make me into a murderer I would have worked in 
a bank. Or kept working in the DHSS where I worked handing out Giro 
Cheques. 



I started reflecting on all this around the same time that my idealism 
abandoned me. The inertia of  the art “coal face” for ten years having 
made its impression. Without wanting to sound a whiner, I have been 
working in the same job for now 11 years with no contract, no holidays, 
no sick days, no compassionate leave, no benefits of  any kind other 
than “You should imagine yourself  lucky to have a job in the arts at all! 
There are lots of  other people that would GLADLY have your job!” 
type stuff starts to grate. The fact that they could give someone else a 
terrible and illegal job doesn’t make the fact that I do it seem that much 
better, it seems worse, in fact. Not only am I not worth a paucity of  the 
legal requirements of  work, I am also entirely replaceable. C’est, as the 
French might say, la hellish-fucking-guerre. 

There is a world that you imagine when you are little with values and 
morals and important things and some of  these things exist, the world is 
beautiful. It is only that later you realise rather than valuing what is val-
uable the world values what is valuable. If  you see what I mean. When 
you were little and you knew what values were in a concrete way every-
one told you the things you thought were important were silly abstrac-
tions. Then you grew up, all the while trying to find out what the very 
mysterious and bureaucratically complex non-abstract and non-silly val-
ues were, and so long as you didn’t think about it too hard it remained 
slightly mysterious and “kinda cool” that there are special weird adult 
values that no one could ever quite bring themselves to elucidate. How-
ever if  you do think about it a bit harder, or longer, or deeper in any 
way at all, it turns out that the adult values are profoundly abstract. Not 
abstract in a good, artistic, poetic Wallace Stevens or Ornette Coleman 
way, just in a willfully misdirecting way, in a kind of  vile, cruel silly way. 
Like a really distasteful joke that makes you squirm when you are too 
little to understand why it is so revolting.  

It turns out that the mysterious adult values are just money. Which 
means that if  you care about anything else other than money you will 
always feel skint. You will always be in debt. You will always and forever 
feel anxious about it and never have enough. And people will look at 
your clothes and your car and your house and think “They are morally 



less ok than we are because they only have an X brand car and we have 
a very much more luxurious bought-new or tastefully vintage Y brand 
car.” We started worrying about what other people found valuable and 
made our way to making sure we had those same things that they did, 
without really ever thinking about who it was telling us what was valua-
ble in the first place. Who was telling them about the Y brand cars? And 
“experience” days at Stobo Castle. 
A good human interest story always trumps a profoundly complex bu-
reaucratic fiddling which has been going on for fifteen years and would 
require four broadsheet pages to even begin to understand. I would 
rather read about Mrs Miggins’ Cat than anything that ever happens 
in meetings in banks. Or in government finance and tax departments. 
I think it would be rare for a human being, even (or perhaps especially) 
ones who work in banking or finance to want to read about banking or 
finance. I don’t know though, it does, apparently, take all sorts. 

Money has been oppressing value for a while now of  course, but it 
seems like (the quick once-over reading of  chapter one of) Adam 
Smith(’s home-truth style bullshit about money really) became regarded 
as not only empirically true, not only as a kind of  business knowledge, 
not only as a political reality, but as an absolutely acceptable and ac-
cepted and living system of  values during the 1980s. Smith’s poor form 
seeped through Margaret’s handbag and became the instrumental truth. 
It is myopic and revisionist to deny such evident truths as MONEY IS 
PARADISE of  course. I get it, but given that the consequence of  my 
denying it will be slim to nane I don’t worry too much and will tell you 
about one of  my radical emancipatory art plans anyway: 

A long long time ago I applied to a national arts funding agency for an 
ongoing quantity of  cash  for Coca Cola (at the time it was on offer in 
the shop for 59 pence a tin). The proposal was that I would drink a can 
of  coca cola and then wait for it to have its caffeiney anxiety inducing 
effect and then, in turn, the caffeine’s diuretic effect - at which point I 
would run to the Royal Mile and piss it out onto the sandstone plinth 
which holds up the statue of  Adam Smith. I would repeat this activity 
daily until such time as the sandstone eroded entirely so that Adam, 



having fallen, could lie in the gutter and look at minor planet 12838 and 
stop worrying about looking pompous when they erected the statue of  
Ayn Rand in his place. 
Creative Scotland decided, on that occasion, as on every other occasion 
that anyone I know has ever asked for Cultural Funding that the project 
was not something that they were able to support. 

Poor Adam. From Maggies £25,000 hand bag to stood up there look-
ing like a phallus of  consumption next to the Virgin Money Church of  
Money all Christmas time and all he ever wanted was to sit down up 
the road next to his pal Davy and have a reasonable conversation about 
morality. And for me to read book five about teachers as well as book 
one about the Pins and the Nails.

 



“It is quite conceivable that even the sense of  guilt engendered by civilisation is not 
recognised as such, but remains for the most part unconscious, or manifests itself  as 
an unease, a discontent, for which other motivations are sought.”
Sigmund Freud 
Civilisation and its Discontents. 

“Fright (in my gut) which comes from the fear of  lacking money?”
Herve Guibert
Mausoleum of  Lovers

“Christianity “stuck us with the infinite” which comes down to stating that we are in 
a social system where there is no end to anything, in which indebtedness is for life.”
Mauritzio Lazzarato
The Making of  the Indebted Man.

“When thou vowest a vow unto God, defer not to pay it; for he hath no pleasure in 
fools: pay that which thou hast vowed.”
Ecclesiastes 5:4 
KJV

“Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and unto God the things that are 
God’s”
Matthew 22:21 
KJV

“Crito, we owe a rooster to Asclepius. Please, don’t forget to pay the debt.” 
Plato 
Phaedo





SUPERMAN

“Who knew it better – that it was simply the feet of  clay that made the gold of  the 
image precious.”

De Profundis
Oscar Wilde





1. I can make people love you. 

“Photographic theory can be taught in an hour, the basic technique in a day.” 

“THE SECRET TO SUCCESS ON TINDER! On this one day photo 
course you will learn everything you need to know to find the life-part-
ner-soul-mate-sex-deviant-angel-love mega RICH HOT SUCCESS-
FUL LOVE MATCH HUSBAND/WIFE of  your DREAAAAMY 
ROMANTIC LIFESTYLE CHOICE DREAMS.”

2. “VISUALLY STUNNING” - Guardian. 

If  I wanted to be stunned I would fuck myself  in the face with a frying 
pan. 
Being stunned excludes thinking. If  you can’t think and can only watch 
then the chances are you are being told something you don’t register 
and won’t even notice happening because you will be too busy having 
your eyes fucked at.  

3. The movie version of  Atlas Shrugged (on Netflix). 

Action Comics, Volume 1, 1938: 

“SUPERMAN! Champion of  the Oppressed. The physical marvel who 
had sworn to devote his existence to helping those in need!”

Twenty years later Ayn Rand: 

“Money is truth. No one gives a shit about whether you are hot or not 
or who else is hot or whether you have hearts or minds or souls or need 
or any other fucking thing. Money is paradise and everything else can 
fuck off and everyone who disagrees is stupid and evil.” 

Paraphrased somewhat, but the essence seems correct, by page 24. 

Now that Superman has “returned” he seems more like Ayn(tiMan). 



4. Catharsis isn’t something science can help with. 

Adam Smith, Enlightenment Rationalists. The rationale “Money is par-
adise” and the proof  “If  you have none you can’t buy anything, includ-
ing food, so you’re fucked”. It is effective and pragmatic proof. It sounds 
like science. It isn’t science so it is scientistic?  He also claims, rationally, 
that farmers tend to be lazy and that war is the most noble art. 

A nice hard fuck in the face with a pan is refreshing in comparison to 
a snake crawling into your rectum when you are asleep and eating out 
everything you love and replacing it with the base desire to get more 
money. It was all a bit like the Invasion of  the Body Snatchers with 
Donald Sutherland. When we talk to one another it sounds like that 
alien noise he makes in the last scene. “Monnneeeeeyyyyyyyyaarghghh-
hhhh”

 Science sounds definitive. Finite, the end, the truth. There is no argu-
ment with it. Money IS paradise. (Imagine your personal paradise, make 
a brief  list of  the cost of  the items required?). Consider instead narcotics 
or daily face fucking with frying pan.  

Being fucked in the face with a frying pan is at least communistic - af-
ter a brief  period of  recuperation, weeping etc you might respond. Or 
Laugh. Or comment on it. Or think it was wrong, or correct, or de-
served, or not. Frying pans have a denser and more quotidian morality 
than money. And are on a necessarily more human scale than “para-
dise”. 
A “funny” youtube video of  the frying pan action will garner a lot of  
“likes”. Virtual popularity which undoubtedly bolsters the failing project 
of  the embodied self ?
Science as VISUALLY STUNNING. 
 
 
 
 
 



5. Fiction and Atrophy

Films containing “real” looking items. Aged or damaged. “Used Fu-
ture”.
The film of  Atlas Shrugged contained Computer Generated mega 
planes of  the future which looked really funny. Like cartoons. 
In James Bond now there is a weird albino chimpanzee who looks a bit 
like a brawler, it is perfectly believable that he would win in a fight. As 
opposed to a fopp winning a fight with a bad one-liner. 

Everyone loves that Martian film because it is abstractly certified “real-
istic”. Which reads as - some lonely night shift donkey at NASA admit-
ted that sometimes astronauts read the book and it all sounds plausible 
enough and asserted  “One can grow tatties in shite!”. You don’t need 
an astronaut to tell you that, any lazy farmer would have done. Or a 
gardener. My mother’s friend Diane is an excellent gardener and could 
testify to the growth catalyst properties of  shite. 
  
In Batman Begins, Heath Ledger’s Joker was someone “suffering” from 
“psychopathologies of  interpersonal relations after a traumatic indus-
trial accident resulting in disfigurement and violent outbursts of  body 
dysmorphic origination” or “Really realistic!”. Jack Nicholson was just a 
bampot with a funny face and a purple suit. The other stuff was more or 
less left to the imagination of  the viewer. 
Batman Rises borrows the “used future” of  Blade Runner and in Star 
Wars. The future in films in the 1970s and 80s looked used. Nolan’s Bat-
man however is used present. The battered, tarnished, ruined present. 
The question of  form then is not to prove that something unbelievable 
might be believable, more to apportion blame to those responsible for 
the current state of  brokenness. And to re-establish “greatness”. 

Why didn’t the Joker’s gang have clown masks made out of  indestructi-
ble bendy ceramic like John Lewis cake trays? Why make them from 
plaster that gets damaged so easily? What is so scary about difference? 
What is so evil about things being broken at the edges?



We don’t need help to understand that we live in a dystopia of  faux 
fascist financial rule, we all know it. Rather we need help in identifying 
the perpetrators of  the broken-ness of  the system. These are, in No-
lan’s Batman, People who take drugs, people who organise themselves 
against tyranny (Occupy Gotham), Nihilists, people with mental health 
problems, and although never explicitly stated people with “eastern 
religious” orientation - The Jail, the League of  Shadows etc etc. Why 
not name “Islam” and “Occupy” and all the other groups that are 
anti-American interests. What happened to allowing a fictionalised 
representation of  the Sum of  all Evil as represented by another? It is as 
though the failure to name the “bad guys” somehow absolves Batman 
of  the guilt of  his radically pro-capitalist leanings.

6. Deep Blue Sea with Samuel L Jackson. 

In Deep Blue Sea with Samuel L Jackson there is a genetically modified 
very large shark which murders everyone. Scientists in fiddling about 
with its brains to try and cure Alzheimer’s disease have mistakenly 
grown a shark with human-level intelligence and shark-level predatory 
desires. It is made quite clear, although again at a jokily implicit level 
that we should not attempt to do God’s work for him; science is evil and 
we do not understand it and monstrosity will ensue when we do. This is 
explained first. Before we see the shark. So the shark is never merely an 
anomaly onto which I can place whichever particular fear or anxiety I 
am currently favouring. The Shark isn’t a container it is a constituted in 
advance signifier-object. It is a 1 not a 0. 

1’s are the realm of  science and entertainment. 0’s are the realms of  
culture and art. Where one might be expected to have to add to what is 
given then we are at the level 0. 0 permits thought, 1 ends it. If  I wanted 
something to be explained to me I would look on Wikipedia.  

Sharks, Aliens, Vampires, Zombies and many others have all been “ex-
plained”. This used not to be the case. The Sum of  all Evil used to be 
available to us as a fiction-viewing audience. 



 Everything is CSI something. Christopher Nolan specialises in CSI 
9/11 - it is always very clear who the bad guy is and that what he did 
was wrong. 
A contemporary scientistic aesthetics of  conformity. Broken is wrong. 

7. Man of  Steel (a degraded Paulinian Christ). 

Zack Snyder (with Christopher Nolan) made MAN OF STEEL. A re-
boot of  the Superman movie franchise. 

The Evil Doers were some people looking for a codex with all the DNA 
material to re-populate their home planet. These people, made crimi-
nal on their old planet, outlawed and hunted for some transgression of  
American Intergalactic Law, were then exiled in some fashion (in the old 
films they got trapped inside a piece of  floating glass), roamed around 
for an indeterminately but longish long time and then arrived near 
earth in a giant spaceship carrying very large weapons to raze and then 
re-populate THIS earth instead. “FUCK AWAY OFF” is the resound-
ing and perhaps not unsurprising response of  Americans worldwide. In 
response Superman builds a “Phantom Drive” out of  some old small 
but powerful glowing objects from the glove box of  his own spaceship 
(by this point the film is so staggeringly dull that it is very hard to keep 
paying attention - these facts may not be entirely accurate, but they are 
at least generally true). 

Superman uses the “Phantom Drive” to zap one of  the two, very large 
world-fucker machines that the bad guys (Zod and Bez and Mrs Zod) 
have set up – one right on top of  New York and the other elsewhere. 
(Why not the poles - this is perhaps explained but is so boring that I 
missed it) This results in New York being badly damaged and generally 
9/11-ized.
 
At the very end Superman has fight Zod again, he did not die as was ex-
pected during the destruction of  the World Fucker machines.  The fight 
takes place at New York “Ground Zero” of  all-world-fuckery. 



We MUST kill terrorists. If  you can catch them in the act so much the 
better. If  not, murder them whenever and wherever you can lay your 
hands on them. 
Zod and his friends are the needy and oppressed. 

Superman is AntiMan. Ayn-Ti-Man. 

8. Superman is The Sum of  All Evil. 

Not only do I not trust Superman or Batman as imagined by Christo-
pher Nolan, I somehow feel that they seem to be encouraging me (by a 
forced identification) to suck the Devil’s cock even harder than I already 
do; despite the fact I am more or less deep throating the wretched little 
slug the whole time anyway. Batman and Superman want me to do role-
play oral with the Devil and to think that it is OK. No questions asked, 
textured lycra on, playful strawberry lube eternal infernal foreplay.  

It used to be safe to watch a dystopia and know that it was a roman-
tic interpretation of  a future that would never happen, dystopias were 
comic in their tragedy. It is less warm now that we live in the dystopian 
future. 

Superman IV was internationally regarded as utterly shit. In it Super-
man decides to take all the world’s nuclear weapons and fling them into 
the sun. Thus rendering us all safe from our own stupidity and greed 
and rage. Superman IV made $36.7 million while Man of  Steel made 
$668 million by telling us that the bad guys did it but not to worry, stay 
sleeping, the systematic Ayntichrist will protect us. 
I keep paying over and over again to watch the atrophy of  fiction. 



“Photography is a marvelous discovery, a science that has attracted the greatest intel-
lects, an art that excites the most astute minds -- and one that can be practiced by any 
imbecile.”
Nadar









EPILOGUE

“In the progress of  the division of  labour, the employment of  the far greater part of  
those who live by labour, that is, of  the great body of  the people, comes to be confined 
to a few very simple operations, frequently to one or two. But the understandings of  
the greater part of  men are necessarily formed by their ordinary employments. The 
man whose whole life is spent in performing a few simple operations, of  which the 

effects are perhaps always the same, or very nearly the same, has no occasion to exert 
his understanding or to exercise his invention in finding out expedients for removing 

difficulties which never occur. He naturally loses, therefore, the habit of  such exertion, 
and generally becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is possible for a human creature to 
become. The torpor of  his mind renders him not only incapable of  relishing or bearing 

a part in any rational conversation, but of  conceiving any generous, noble, or tender 
sentiment, and consequently of  forming any just judgment concerning many even of  
the ordinary duties of  private life. Of  the great and extensive interests of  his country 

he is altogether incapable of  judging, and unless very particular pains have been taken 
to render him otherwise, he is equally incapable of  defending his country in war. The 

uniformity of  his stationary life naturally corrupts the courage of  his mind, and 
makes him regard with abhorrence the irregular, uncertain, and adventurous life of  a 
soldier. It corrupts even the activity of  his body, and renders him incapable of  exerting 
his strength with vigour and perseverance in any other employment than that to which 
he has been bred. His dexterity at his own particular trade seems, in this manner, to 

be acquired at the expense of  his intellectual, social, and martial virtues. But in every 
improved and civilised society this is the state into which the labouring poor, that is, 

the great body of  the people, must necessarily fall, unless government takes some pains 
to prevent it.”
Adam Smith

The Wealth of  Nations. 





SELF-HELP MANTRA TO BE REPEATED 
TEN TIMES PER DAY WHILE LOOKING 
AT A PHOTOGRAPH OF YOUR OWN (OR 
SOMEONE ELSE’S) NAVEL (GENITALIA). 

Entertainment is to make me forget that I am in Hell.
Culture is to distract me while I stumble, hungover, through Purgatory. 

Art is to remind me that I am also always already in Paradise. 
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